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Abstract: Accurate quantitative temperature measurements are difficult to achieve using
focal-plane array sensors. This is due to reflections inside the instrument and the difficulty of
calibrating a matrix of pixels as identical radiation thermometers. Size-of-source effect (SSE),
which is the dependence of an infrared temperature measurement on the area surrounding the
target area, is a major contributor to this problem and cannot be reduced using glare stops.
Measurements are affected by power received from outside the field-of-view (FOV), leading
to increased measurement uncertainty. In this work, we present a micromechanical systems
(MEMS) mirror based scanning thermal imaging camera with reduced measurement
uncertainty compared to focal-plane array based systems. We demonstrate our flexible
imaging approach using a Si avalanche photodiode (APD), which utilises high internal gain to
enable the measurement of lower target temperatures with an effective wavelength of 1 µm
and compare results with a Si photodiode. We compare measurements from our APD thermal
imaging instrument against a commercial bolometer based focal-plane array camera. Our
scanning approach results in a reduction in SSE related temperature error by 66 °C for the
measurement of a spatially uniform 800 °C target when the target aperture diameter is
increased from 10 to 20 mm. We also find that our APD instrument is capable of measuring
target temperatures below 700 °C, over these near infrared wavelengths, with D* related
measurement uncertainty of ± 0.5 °C.
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distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI.
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1. Introduction
Radiation thermometers are commonly used to measure the temperature of target objects by
measuring their emitted infrared radiation [1–3]. They can be used for industrial processing
applications, for instance for various metals, glass and plastics during manufacture [4–6],
where accurate temperature measurement is required for quality control and energy
efficiency. The non-contact measurement nature of the radiation thermometer allows it to be
easily moved to measure the temperature of different points on the target by re-sighting the
instrument, with both fixed and portable instruments available. Compared to contact
temperature measurements, it offers the added benefits of higher speed operation whilst
eliminating the risk of contamination of the target object. Taking the non-contact
measurement approach further, the use of infrared detector arrays within thermal imaging
cameras allow for measurement over a wider area, enabling a temperature map to be
produced without having to move the sighting position [7,8].
The use of thermal imaging cameras is particularly helpful for qualitative thermal imaging
applications, although they are relatively expensive. For example, they can be used to detect
spatial temperature variations across the target, which could indicate problems within the
manufacturing process. However, thermal imaging cameras have disadvantages compared to
quantitative radiation thermometry, when measurement of target temperature with low
uncertainty is required. Quantitative thermal imaging allows SI unit traceable temperature
measurements with defined or quantifiable uncertainty made on a grid across the camera
scene. This is in contrast to thermal imaging cameras that provide qualitative temperature
maps that can distinguish between different gradients of temperature. Under the precise
methodology in which they were calibrated they will provide accurate temperature
measurement; however away from those experimental conditions they provide only indicative
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temperature measurements. A significant problem within thermal imaging cameras is the sizeof-source effect (SSE), which arises due to imperfections within the optical system leading to
reflections and scattering. Each pixel receives power over a wider area of the target than the
camera was designed for [9,10]. Glare stops may reduce the problem, though this approach is
far less effective than for single-pixel systems where all but the single-pixel surface can be
made highly absorbing. With an array of pixels, the measured temperature becomes
dependent upon the size of the target or objects next to the target. Thermal imaging cameras
require more steps in the calibration process, with each individual pixel requiring calibration
and unresponsive pixels being accounted for [11]. Other concerns include inter-pixel crosstalk
and non-uniformities across the array, both in terms of within the semiconductor material,
electronic noise or the ambient temperature. The price of focal-plane array based thermal
imaging cameras increases dramatically as the operating wavelength, op, increases
(especially if cooling is required). Cheaper uncooled thermal detector based arrays can be
used at longer wavelengths, at the expense of lower sensitivity and lower speed operation.
Single-pixel imaging has been explored for different applications using digital
micromirror devices (DMDs) utilising compressive sampling algorithms [12,13].
Unfortunately, availability of window materials limits their operation to op < 2.5 µm. An
approach commonly used in industry is that of rotating mirror scanners which rapidly move
the measurement FOV across the target in 1-dimension, and are particularly suited to moving
targets, such as on a conveyor belt or for metal strips being rolled [14]. They offer advantages
over conventional focal-plane array based imaging cameras: reduced SSE, simplified
calibration and reduced cost for longer wavelength operation. A new approach to mirror
scanning in recent years is the use of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) mirror based
imaging, which has been previously demonstrated using visible light [15,16] and LiDAR
[17,18]. Such mirrors offer high speed 2-dimensional beam steering by devices which can be
fabricated using low cost Si wafers.
Limitations in technology constrains MEMS mirrors to be comparatively small; typically
only a few millimetres in diameter. The power reaching the detector within a MEMS based
scanning system is, in turn, limited by the small size of currently available mirrors. This
vignettes the optical system or leads to a slow optical system with a large f-number, therefore,
limiting the lowest temperature which can be measured by the instrument. High resolution
imaging (for both scanned imagers and focal-plane array imagers), requires small active area
detectors or pixels. However, use of smaller area detectors leads to comparatively reduced
irradiance at the detector surface, also limiting the lowest temperature which can be measured
by the instrument with acceptable signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). We have previously
demonstrated a Si avalanche photodiode (APD) as an alternative detector to a Si photodiode
for radiation thermometry operating at op = 1 m, successfully demonstrating that the high
internal gain of the APD allows lower target temperatures to be measured [19]. Therefore a Si
APD would appear to be an ideal candidate for single-pixel thermal imaging with op = 1 µm.
Radiation thermometry with op = 1 m is commonly used for general purpose high
temperature (> 600 °C) applications such as in the steel industry [20], where its spectral
response is within the range of the corresponding blackbody spectra at such temperatures.
Operating at this short wavelength also has the advantage that it will result in reduced error in
the measured temperature caused by unknown target emissivity compared to longer
wavelength operation [21].
In this work, we present a 1 µm MEMS mirror based single-pixel thermal imaging camera
for quantitative thermal imaging, comparing both a Si APD and a Si photodiode as the chosen
sensor. The comparison enables a demonstration of the benefits provided by a Si APD for
single-pixel thermal imaging over a Si photodiode. To further demonstrate the benefits of this
imaging approach for quantitative thermal imaging, comparison is also made with a
commercial bolometer based focal-plane array imager. Our scanning approach results in a
reduction in SSE related temperature error by 66 °C for the measurement of a spatially
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uniform 800 °C target when the target aperture diameter is increased from 10 to 20 mm. Our
instrument is capable of measuring a target temperature below 700 °C with a noise
performance of better than ± 0.5 °C. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first use of a Si
APD (or any APD) for thermal imaging for quantitative temperature measurement.
2. Experimental design and procedures
The experimental setup for the MEMS single-pixel thermal imaging camera is shown in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1. MEMS single-pixel thermal imaging setup diagram.

The instrument generates a bidirectional raster scanning pattern of the single-pixel’s FOV.
The FOV is scanned across 320 horizontal positions and 78 vertical positions with the signal
measured by the detector at each scan position or ‘pixel’. The signal is amplified by a
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and logged by a MATLAB controlled digital multimeter
(DMM). In this work, we compared a Si photodiode and a Si APD, using Hamamatsu S113301 and Hamamatsu S12092-2, respectively [22,23]. The TIA circuit was of conventional
configuration, and comprised a Texas Instruments OPA657 op-amp and a resistor-capacitor
(RC) feedback network (2 M and 1.8 pF), giving a circuit rise time of ~8 µs. The TIA
circuit was followed by a first order RC filter (1 k and 1 nF) for additional noise rejection.
In order to supply a constant high voltage to the APD, a Laser Components ABC550-06
biasing module was used. For data capture, the voltage measurement for each pixel takes
approximately 4.4 ms (of which 4 ms is the integration time of the DMM); this is
significantly slower than the TIA circuit response time. The full image can be captured within
approximately 110 seconds; with the MEMS mirror positions pre-loaded and stored locally
within the flash memory of the MEMS controller to avoid adding additional time to the image
capture. This slow acquisition time could be improved by implementing a faster method of
analogue-to-digital conversion.
A 0.2 mm field stop was located in front of the Si photodiode to enable resolution and
power throughput measurements to be compared with the 0.2 mm diameter active area of the
APD. Under these conditions, the FOV of the single-pixel was found to be approximately 5
mm in diameter for both the Si photodiode and Si APD imagers. An RG850 daylight filter
was placed in front of each detector, to reduce the effect of background light on the
measurement and to define the short wavelength spectral response of the detectors.
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Planck’s law can be used to mathematically model the radiant exitance from a blackbody
as a function of wavelength and temperature. At wavelengths that are short compared to the
peak in emission, an approximation that can be algebraically manipulated is given by the
Wien law, as shown in (1).

L (λ ) =

c1

λ5

 −c 
exp  2 
 λT 

(1)

L is the spectral radiance of the emitted radiation of an ideal blackbody, c1 is Planck’s first
radiation constant, c2 is Planck’s second radiation constant, is wavelength and T is the
blackbody temperature in kelvin. From (1), the relationship between the measured output
voltage, V, and the target temperature can be approximated by plotting ln(V) against 1/T [24];
V is proportional to L. The gradient of this plot enables us to calculate a useful approximation
of the mean effective wavelength for the instrument, m, which is an average wavelength of
the detector spectral response over the measured temperature range [25,26]. Ideally, the ln(V)
against 1/T relationship would be linear in radiance and would allow a simple calibration at a
single point in the instrument temperature measurement range. A non-linear response is also
usable, when used with multiple calibration temperatures and a more involved calibration
procedure. Si photodiodes are highly linear, which makes them ideal for calibration, whereas
Si APDs as a function of radiance may be non-linear and will be a subject of our analysis.

Fig. 2. Single-pixel imager calibration steps.

The basic calibration procedure for the single-pixel thermal camera is shown in Fig. 2.
The output voltage as a function of furnace temperature was measured, with the dark offset
voltage first measured and subtracted from each point, (a). A 10 mm target aperture was used
for calibration in this work, which was approximately twice the diameter of the FOV of the
single-pixel. The factor of two accounts for the design FOV and, in addition, any radiation
from outside the FOV due to the SSE. The ln(V) against 1/T relationship was plotted, (b), and
the gradient, m, and intercept, c, were found and used in the calibration equation, Eq. (2).

1

=
V exp  m + c 
T


(2)
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This calibration equation was used to calculate the output voltage expected for different target
temperatures, or conversely the temperature each measured voltage corresponds to, (c). This
calibration can therefore be applied to the thermal image to produce a temperature map
showing how the measured temperature varies across the image, (d).
The D* related temperature noise was estimated by extracting the mean and standard
deviation of the temperature measurement data with the MEMS mirror stationary at its origin
position whilst imaging a 10 mm target aperture. The root-mean-squared (RMS) noise of the
instrument was calculated by taking 2 × the standard deviation value, which therefore
represents the fluctuation in the measured temperature within ± 1 standard deviation from its
mean.
3. Results and discussion
The assessment of our scanning thermal imaging camera was limited to those parameters
most salient to quantitative radiation thermometry: SSE, noise and measurement uncertainty.
This is sufficient because we are free from the usual problems of focal-plane array based
thermal imaging.
In order to use an APD within any optical system, the optimum biasing voltage should
first be evaluated for the circuit and application. Increased APD gain will provide benefit to
the system up to a point where the excess noise generated by the APD becomes larger than
the noise of the TIA. For our APD-TIA circuit, a biasing voltage of approximately −220 to
−225 V was found to achieve peak SNR. We have not attempted to accurately quantify the
level of internal gain for the APD; this requires knowledge of the APD’s field profile to
establish a unity gain reference [19]. However, with reference to the datasheet, the gain at this
bias voltage should be greater than 2 orders of magnitude [23]. Note, this bias value for the
APD is approximate, it is adjusted by the temperature compensation of the biasing module in
order to keep the gain constant to overcome ambient temperature drift. For the Si photodiode,
without internal gain, an operating bias of 0 V was used to minimise dark current.
The mean output voltage is shown in Fig. 3(a) as a function of furnace temperature for
both the Si photodiode and Si APD. The output voltage of the Si APD camera is significantly
higher across the measurement range (by over 2 orders of magnitude) compared to the Si
photodiode based instrument. This is due to the high internal gain of the APD, which provides
electronic gain to the output voltage measured, by increasing the photocurrent, without
concomitant increase in noise seen in other methods of providing amplification. The APD
can, therefore, be used to measure lower target temperature before the noise floor is reached.
For instance, if a minimum output voltage of 1 mV is specified, the APD circuit produced this
at a target temperature of ~584 °C, which is ~328 °C lower than the photodiode’s minimum
temperature of ~912 °C.
From Fig. 3(a) the APD output was found to obey Eq. (2) and hence is linear for measured
temperatures down to 700 °C. At lower temperatures, non-linearity was observed. The nonlinearity is not due to the total optical power, as the power is weak at all measured target
temperatures. However, when the temperature reduces, the profile of photons from different
wavelength changes. Since avalanche gain is also dependent on carrier injection profile, the
gain therefore changes with the photon injection profile leading to a non-linear response. Our
results are valid over the measured target temperature range due to the calibration process.
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Fig. 3. (a) Mean output voltage and (b) noise for Si photodiode and Si APD imagers with
furnace temperature.

Figure 3(b) shows the noise as a function of target temperature for both the Si photodiode
and Si APD imagers. D* related noise dictates the minimum temperature that can be resolved
for a temperature fluctuation and can be expressed as a temperature measurement uncertainty
in degrees Celsius (e.g., within ± 0.5 °C of the measured temperature, which is a typical
specification for a high quality radiation thermometer). Therefore, if the target signal
measured is too weak, a reliable measure of the target temperature will not be possible. The
noise of the Si APD is significantly less than that of the Si photodiode. If a ± 0.5 °C noise
specification is required for the instrument, this would not be achieved by the Si photodiode
over the measured temperature range. However, the Si APD would achieve the ± 0.5 °C noise
specification for target temperatures of approximately 700 °C and above. The improved noise
performance of the Si APD instrument is due to two reasons; the high internal gain of the
APD, and its low junction capacitance compared to the Si photodiode. Circuit noise analysis
calculations produced a total integrated circuit noise of 48 µV for the Si APD, and 880 µV for
the Si photodiode; an improvement factor of over 18. The high capacitance of the large area
Si photodiode led to increased gain at high frequencies, resulting in its increased noise.
However, the factor of improvement in the noise measurement across all temperatures is
greater than 18, and significantly better as the target temperature decreases. Therefore, even if
the capacitance of the Si photodiode were to be the same as that of the APD, significant
improvement would still be expected due to the high gain of the APD, especially at lower
target temperatures. The improved noise and mean output voltage performance highlight both
the advantage of, and requirement for, the Si APD in such an aperture limited system; the Si
photodiode performance without high internal gain would not be sufficient.
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Fig. 4. SSE analysis for (a) Si photodiode and (b) Si APD imagers with increasing target
aperture size at a furnace temperature of 800 °C.

Fully calibrated thermal imaging measurements are shown in Fig. 4 at a furnace
temperature of 800 °C for both the Si photodiode and Si APD imagers. The imaged target
aperture was increased in size to perform an SSE analysis; the raw data was calibrated at the
10 mm target aperture to provide a quantitative temperature measurement assessment. The
imaged area is approximately 16 mm by 5 mm. By closely examining the images in Fig. 4,
the imaged apertures do indeed correspond to the size of the target apertures used, hence
demonstrating that the proof-of-concept works. Regards the temperature measurement within
the image, there is a clear distinction between the Si photodiode and Si APD results. The Si
APD’s image is relatively uniform in temperature, whilst the Si photodiode’s image shows a
larger temperature variation. This is due to the much higher noise of the Si photodiode
producing such a large fluctuation in temperature. To demonstrate the effect of this noise
more clearly, cross sections were taken at the mid-points of the thermal images for the 10 mm
target aperture, as shown in Fig. 5. The fluctuation in the measured temperature is clearly
much less for the Si APD imager, which corresponds to its lower noise. These results
highlight the importance of noise within a radiation thermometry / thermal imaging system
and the benefit the Si APD provides due to its high internal gain leading to improved SNR
performance.
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Fig. 5. Mid-point cross sections of the 10 mm target aperture thermal images for (a) Si
photodiode and (b) Si APD imagers at a furnace temperature of 800 °C.

Moving from the centre to the periphery of each aperture for each of the two systems, Fig.
4 shows there is a reduction in the measured temperature and some blurring in the image at its
very edges. This is believed to be due to the translation of the target spot over the aperture
edge, where the FOV is elongated due to the finite response time of the detection electronics.
As the target aperture size increases for both imagers, so does the measured temperature. This
is believed to be due to residual SSE within the instrument, and is particularly clear as we
increase the size of the target aperture. For the 20 mm target aperture, we measured
approximately 10 °C increase in measured temperature compared with the 10 mm target
aperture, which corresponds to 0.1% of the imager’s dynamic range.
The primary motivation behind this work is to improve the accuracy of quantitative
thermal imaging compared to what is currently possible with conventional focal-plane array
thermal imaging. Issues with thermal imaging cameras for quantitative thermal imaging,
primarily due to SSE issues, are well known but not well publicised. Unfortunately, this leads
to thermal imaging cameras being used for quantitative temperature measurement
applications without an understanding of their limitation in providing accuracy. For instance,
a thermal detector based thermal imager could be used as a ‘general purpose’ method for
measuring temperature without consideration of SSE, therefore resulting in a temperature
error which is often ignored by the user. In order for us to make a direct comparison with a
commercial thermal imaging camera, we repeated the imaging measurements with a
bolometer based thermal imaging camera. The camera was focused onto the same target
apertures as before. The approximate blackbody calibration furnace was set to 800 °C, and the
images were cropped to show the same target area as our single-pixel camera. Results are
shown in Fig. 6, with increasing target aperture size. The Si APD single-pixel camera was
compared and temperature calibration was again relative to the 10 mm target aperture; cross
sections of all the image mid-points are shown in Fig. 7. Although the imaging data for the
bolometer camera provides faithful spatial information of the size of the target apertures,
there is a large difference in the measured temperature when moving from the centre to the
periphery, as is highlighted by examining the cross sections. Although this is the case, to
some extent, for the Si APD single-pixel camera, it is a marked improvement over the
bolometer camera. This SSE problem with the focal-plane array is particularly striking as the
target aperture is increased in size. For the 20 mm aperture, the measured temperature is 876
°C, therefore an error of 76 °C compared to the 10 mm target aperture, corresponding to 3.5%
of its dynamic range. This is considerably more than that of the Si APD single-pixel change
of 10 °C. These results highlight the problem of SSE within staring array imagers for
quantitative temperature measurement, and the benefits of our single-pixel imaging approach
using a Si APD. When the target aperture diameter is increased from 10 to 20 mm, our single
pixel thermal camera offers 66 °C improvement in SSE related temperature error for the
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measurement of the 800 °C target. Our findings reflect the general understanding of this issue
that has also be highlighted in investigations made by others [27].

Fig. 6. SSE analysis for (a) Si APD and (b) bolometer camera imagers with increasing target
aperture size at a furnace temperature of 800 °C.

Fig. 7. Mid-point cross sections of the thermal images for (a) Si APD and (b) bolometer
camera imagers at a furnace temperature of 800 °C.

With further investigation into causes of SSE within our Si APD thermal imager, we
would expect to improve the performance even further. Primarily, causes of reflections should
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be identified and greatly reduced. Suitable methods would be to fully enclose the setup,
incorporate appropriate stops and baffles and to apply anti-reflection coating to the lens and
MEMS mirror window.
4. Conclusion
In this work we have demonstrated a single-pixel MEMS based thermal imaging camera for
quantitative temperature mapping. Both a Si photodiode and a Si APD were assessed and
compared for the application. The high internal gain of the Si APD was shown to have a clear
advantage over the Si photodiode, allowing for a lower temperature target to be imaged with a
much lower noise quantitative temperature measurement. The Si APD single-pixel thermal
imaging camera measures a target temperature of 700 °C with a noise performance better than
± 0.5 °C. In comparison with a commercial focal-plane array bolometer based camera, the
greatly reduced SSE of our Si APD imager led to significant reduction in temperature error
within the quantitative temperature measurement. For a target temperature of 800 °C, our
single-pixel imager was shown to offer a 66 °C improvement in the SSE related temperature
error when increasing the target aperture diameter from 10 to 20 mm. With further
investigations and optimisation of the SSE within the Si APD imager, we would expect to
reduce the measurement uncertainties further.
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